ABSTRACT

To maximize the potential of computer games beyond entertainment, it is crucial to lower design and development costs and delegate production to domain specialists. While specialists may be interested in incorporating games, they often need more technical expertise to design or customize games for their requirements. To simplify game creation and improve user experience, we suggest defining games as a mixture of simpler games developed through combinatorial creativity. This method avoids the cognitive strain of learning a new design language. Along with speeding up game descriptions, designers might use a set of archetypical games to achieve their goals rather than starting from scratch. The design technique is enhanced by a game platform that provides authoring tools for exporting game designs to XML files and a game engine that automatically generates a 3D virtual world for play. This study explored how this approach allows designers to build games and evaluate their validity through play iteratively. Here, the combinatorial technique was assessed in two focus groups, demonstrating its viability and appeal among technical and non-technical users.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging components of game production is the creation of models in three dimensions (3D). When we consider that even a game with a medium scope will require thousands of one-of-a-kind assets and that matches with a more extensive size (like Skyrim) will have tens of thousands, many would argue that this is the single most challenging aspect. Even though creating every 3D model will take a different amount of time and effort, this is still an enormous work! We can assist if they are just about to begin working with 3D design for video games and are assessing the amount of labor involved. This article will provide us with advice and direction (from professionals in the industry) on how to create the 3D content of our game, as well as ways to speed up the process, including using bespoke 3D modeling services. The present gaming scene is quite diversified, with dozens of different genres and ways to play.
The terms "compelling characters" and "action-packed scenes" are often what spring to mind when we think of "AAA games." However, the setting plays an equally significant role in the process of developing a really immersive gaming experience. The game comes to life because of a well-designed environment, which provides additional layers of depth, context, and emotional effect to the narrative (Thaduri et al., 2016). The narrative and atmosphere of the game are both impacted to some degree by the environment.

Let us investigate the process of making realistic objects and environments for AAA video games by examining the techniques, strategies, and obstacles involved in creating visually stunning and authentic environments (Desamsetti, 2016a). The team at Kevuru has perfected the art of merging artistry and technology due to their many years of experience in producing props and environments for AAA video games. Their work demonstrates how careful attention to the environment may improve the gameplay as a whole by producing a consistent and believable world that maintains the players' interest (Gutlapalli, 2017a). Working with various 2D and 3D environment design approaches has helped the studio hone its competence.

**CATEGORIES OF 3D MODELS**

The broad categories of gaming 3D models have stayed stable throughout the previous decade. Most assets fall within these categories:

- **Characters 3D Models:** Most gaming formats and genres prioritize playable characters. Most modern video games contain playable and non-playable characters (NPCs) who provide essential information and advance the story. Players focus on them. Therefore, their models are the most detailed in the game. Character 3D modeling takes longer than other types of modeling because of this.

- **Environment 3D models:** 3D environments can range from a single house or room to a game-level map, play area, or building complex. It might also be anything in between. Creating miles-wide 3D gaming environments may appear impossible at first. Still, topography is sometimes easily or automatically constructed, and natural object assets (trees, rocks, etc.) are often reused (Alkawaz et al., 2014).

- **Props 3D Models:** A "prop," or non-living game component, can be anything. They can be something a player character interacts with or a setting backdrop. AAA games may prioritize visualizing minor details when modeling 3D props, while most other project types develop props faster than characters or environments. Remember that performances often require several braces.

- **Cars and Vehicles 3D models:** Most cars require complex equipment with hundreds of interconnected parts. The good news is that we do not need to repeat all these parts for a game’s 3D car model. Most games depict vehicle exteriors or player seating. The unique geometry of cars and the many factors (some visible from the outside) make vehicle design time-consuming for modelers.

- **Weapons 3D models:** Guns could be props if the game did not emphasize them more than most other items and inventory. Unless we build a new weapon type, players will expect the 3D design to match the game’s mechanics and gameplay. They have high weapon aesthetic criteria. Thus, we will likely use 3D model guns for high-polygon games.
ROLE OF AN ENVIRONMENT ARTIST

We may be interested in learning more about the role of an environment artist, or we are already actively pursuing that role. However, what exactly does an environment artist do when working on producing a video game? Naturally, this varies from studio to studio and from production to production. The project's scale significantly impacts our day-to-day responsibilities and the people we will collaborate with. In this essay, we aim to provide a high-level overview of the duties of an environment artist working on video game development (Gillern & Zina, 2016).

- Making the World: The creation of the game world is the primary responsibility of an environment artist. This encompasses everything from planning the room, causing blackouts, and creating the final structural elements and props. This can also include anything else. Put the portion of the screen that uses the most pixels. This is only sometimes the case, however, and it depends on the scale of the project and the studio we work at (Lal, 2015). The expectation is that an environment artist working on a smaller production, such as an independent video game, will own a more significant portion of the pipeline. In a more prominent display, such as a AAA game, the environment artist focuses more on a more specific aspect of the production pipeline and is highly specialized in that aspect, such as set-dressing. We will frequently be required to develop a prop or structural part's design, blockout, and final form while working on independent game development. On an AAA production, we usually already have a plan from concept art, and level designers mostly do the block out. All we need to do is construct the final prop, or we can turn the block out into a simple art block and make a brief for outsourcing so that the outsourcing studio can make the last prop. Set dressing is a significant portion of the work involved in both scenarios (Lal, 2016). This consists of incorporating a wide variety of items into the setting to give the impression that the world is real and to fulfill the requirements of the art director (Suzy et al., 2016, Desamsetti, 2016b).

- Teamwork: As environment artists, we are responsible for deciding what will be released into the natural world. Because of this, we will inevitably find ourselves at the core of many different departments. As an illustration, level designers have created a blackout, and the next step is to transform it into a "shippable" level. As an environment artist, it is up to us to ensure this takes place. To make this a reality, we must have conversations with our level designers, art directors, concept artists, prop artists, and animation directors if any cinematic or sequences will be set in that location (Gutlapalli, 2017b). In addition, we need to have a conversation with tech-art to find out the constraints for this environment and how they and we will collaborate to make it run on the hardware with the most minor performance. This is primarily written from the point of view of AAA. When working on an independent production, we will most likely not receive any concept art, and we will be expected to act as our prop artist and level designer. As the environment artist, we are responsible for a much more significant portion of the pipeline.

These are some of the departments that environment artists frequently collaborate with:

- Level Design: They are responsible for creating the level blockouts in Level Design.
- Prop Art: They not only create the props themselves but also additional content, such as textures, and they are responsible for coordinating the outsourcing of the props.
• **Animation:** In this particular scenario, they are in charge of the spirits or sequences in the environment.

• **Game Design:** The design of the game is something that they are responsible for, including deciding what kinds of weaponry are available, how far the player may jump, and so on.

• **Concept Art:** They come up with the ideas and designs of the environments, referred to as concept art.

• **Art Direction:** To create a visually consistent game, these individuals collaborate closely with concept artists and members of other departments.

• **Tech Art:** is responsible for ensuring that the game runs smoothly on all of the hardware that is intended to be used. In addition, they produce tools and various other exciting items for use by environment artists and other departments.

• **Marketing:** They are the ones that are in charge of promoting the game.

**ENVIRONMENT DESIGN FROM SCRATCH**

When constructing something from scratch, we start by brainstorming and selecting several photographs from Google or Pinterest to use as visual references. We typically search for images, films, historical references, concept art for shapes, and references for mood. We also seek things that are only sometimes related to the primary topic because doing so helps us generate a unique idea (Mandapuram, 2016).

Following this phase, we sift everything, select the screenshots and references I want to use, compile them into a mood board, and then do some fast sketches based on the board. We will produce a composition sketch or a thorough props sketch, depending on what we must do. When trying to find a solution for an element that already exists at the level but needs to be artistically plausible enough or has some technical limits, we usually sketch something merely to find that answer (Worawan et al., 2017).

At my place of employment, the vast majority of the time, we will bypass all of these steps and immediately begin sketching the environment design right in the engine, with either no references or only half of the concerns being images that the art direction has already chosen (Gutlapalli, 2017c). Sometimes, we draw only to find a solution for an aspect that already exists in the level but needs to be artistically believable (for the universe of For Honor, for example) or has certain technical limits due to the level design. Other times, we draw to practice our drawing skills. Once we have received permission, we will clean the assets with the appropriate metrics and widgets and make any necessary adjustments to the scene based on the comments provided by the art director. After that, we began to define the modeling of the various elements better and make high-resolution versions of them, if necessary, in either ZBrush or 3ds Max (Gutlapalli, 2016a).

We do unwrapping in the meantime (or after all the modeling is finished). The first pass of the materials, texturing, and lighting will be the next thing to be completed. Our only responsibilities at Ubisoft are modeling and level art; other team members are responsible for creating the textures, materials, and lighting. However, if it is a project we are working on for ourselves, our workflow at this stage starts to become more organic, allowing us to go back and make changes to the modeling or UVs based on what we come up with. After we are satisfied with the outcome, we move on to polishing the lighting, and then we polish the materials and textures.
**IMPORTANCE OF GRID**

The grid is the primary instrument with which we do all of our work and the first item we decide before beginning a new project. Before beginning tasks such as building environment modules, texture design, and level design, it is vital to determine the units of measurement used in the project (Desamsetti & Mandapuram, 2017). In addition, we need to consider the environment’s dimensions that will be believable from the player’s perspective and the gameplay-specific measures, such as the smallest distance that will still permit two players to fight freely against one another. After these standards have been determined (often by the gameplay team), all of the game’s artists, animators, and level designers must adhere to them (Deming et al., 2018). Therefore, the grid is the most significant tool for the environment artists to use when constructing their modular assets, and it is present in both the 3D application and the engine. The first step in configuring the grid is ensuring its dimensions are compatible with the one within the game engine. For instance, the units used in Unreal 4 are centimeters; hence, it is advised that the grid and the teams in the 3D program be set up to be the same to prevent scaling issues and ensure that the assets may be exported without any interruptions. We need to use the snap tool when working with the grid to construct in 3ds Max with the correct dimensions and the pivot (gizmo) in the appropriate locations. The position of the pivot point on the modules is critical because once installed in the engine; the snap will enable us to place them quickly and on the grid in the same manner as Lego blocks. When exporting, the grid is also critical since the asset’s pivot needs to be aligned with the grid’s origin (0, 0, 0) to prevent the support from having an offset pivot in the engine. To return to the engine, the snap tool will make it easy to construct and iterate environments in a relatively short time using the grid (Gareth et al., 2015).

**KEEPING THE BALANCE**

When we build the first pass of the essential modular components, we test the gameplay to ensure it is smooth and get some feedback from the level designers on improving it. For instance, the doorway leading into a room or region in a third-person fighting game must be at least two meters wide so players feel they are not being hemmed in. In addition, the open space where the battle will take place must be at least three or four meters in size. When working in the enclosed areas, we must be cautious about where we put the props and the minute details (Mandapuram, 2017a). The rationale for this is that we want to make sure the player is clear if they are required to respond rapidly. It is also applicable to textures; the people who work on our surfaces try to avoid including an excessive number of colors or noisy features, and as a modeler, we have to be careful when we choose textures and when we do the unwrapping. Here is where we put the game through itspaces to ensure it is playable and does not cause any confusion!

**ASSET APPROACH: ROCK SCULPTING**

Realistic asset creation is complex. In several AAA games, the team uses photogrammetry or procedural technologies with displacement and tessellation for rocks. In For Honor, procedural rocks were not the most excellent solution because much memory was already used for gameplay elements like AI (Navarrete, 2015).

We used ZBrush sculpting and scanning because we were a small yet aggressive team used to generate new content regularly. The cliffs in Jordan and Monument Valley, US, inspired us; therefore, we searched for pictures:
After the rocks were approved, we chose a bank-like 3D scan model. Low-resolution scans are easy to edit. In 3ds Max, we cleaned the scan and roughly reshaped it. A texture is sometimes mapped on the reference picture. The goal is to generate a topology with forms and basic fracture information, not the most excellent scan ever.

The high-resolution scan sculpts the most significant task. We copy the scan, close its holes, and delete its exploded triangles in ZBrush. We then transformed it into a high-rez dynasty to preserve the definition.

After a quick UV pass, we project the scan’s textures and details. Since it will be used as a reference for sculpting, minute details are unnecessary. We sculpted the rock’s primary fissures and details before adding the details. We can improvise with the remaining crack details without more references. Again, the goal is to make rocks seem reasonable from every angle and lighting.

After sculpting, we export the mesh to 3ds Max, conduct a low-resolution PolyDraw retopo, UV with peel mode, and bake normal maps. We recommend Marmoset for baking, but we can use any software.

We can use the TrimSmoothBorderBrush with alpha from the online ZBrush library, a simple version, and a Clay Build-Up in spray mode as our main brush.

**Utilizing Modularity**

While working on For Honor, we had the opportunity to create modular assets such as pillar walls and basement arches, in addition to several prefabricated kits of interchangeable fortress wall components. Before sending any of them out to be polished, the only thing I had to do for some of them was make sure that they were working (Zarraonandia et al., 2017). In the workflow for the modular pieces, the first step would be adapting everything to the defined grid, as we described previously in this paragraph. This would be done to ensure that everything fits appropriately. The measurements of the modular piece must be accurate, considering the pixel ratio and the texturing (Thodupunori & Gutlapalli, 2018). In most cases, where the texture dimensions are multiples of 2, we will construct modular assets with measurements that are multiples of 2. For instance, the pixel ratio in a third-person game might be 1 meter equal to a texture of 512, 2 meters equal to 1024, etc., and the length of the modular components might be 2 meters, 4 meters, or 8 meters. Remembering that there is no hard and fast rule about the pixel ratio a game should have is essential. It is different every time we play the game.

**Create 3D Models For Games.**

If we follow the usual approach, an experienced modeler should be able to enter a project quickly and start generating 3D material with a minimal amount of delay. The opposite should be true if we do not follow the standard procedure (Mandapuram, 2017b). This is because the following steps are what constitute the typical procedure:

**Collecting references:** The vast majority of the time, 3D models are based on previous assets or things found in the real world; as a result, it is beneficial to acquire the relevant references and keep them close at hand. For instance, we can construct 3D material by starting with a reference image, photo, sketch, video, gaming component, or even actual people and real places. Even in circumstances in which the modeler’s imagination ought to serve as the only source of inspiration for the
design of the object, it is helpful to jot down or sketch the general appearance of the thing to maintain coherence as the process develops. This is because the modeler’s imagination should serve as the solitary source of inspiration for the design of the object. (Chen, 2013).

Choosing a modeling method and planning: As soon as we have built the fundamental concept for the model, the following phase is to make decisions regarding some of the model's characteristics, such as the amount of detail it will have (Dekkati & Thaduri, 2017). Wee that adding more information leads to an increase in the poly count and the amount of necessary modeling time, not to mention the rise in the pressure placed on the players' hardware. We can always add more characteristics to the model by texturing it, but some 3D objects work better when rendered in a low-poly format. In addition, there is a vast range of different ways to 3D modeling for games, and we can select one of these approaches based on the model's intended application. We can do this because there is a wide variety of different approaches to 3D modeling for games.

Modeling: When we begin the process of modeling in its most exact form in a 3D design application (such as 3DS Max, Maya, or ZBrush), we are constructing our polygon mesh. This is the first step in the modeling process. It is occasionally required to begin with a basic three-dimensional box shape and then modify it by slicing, pulling, and adding polygons. This can be done when necessary. Scanners that capture data in three dimensions (3D), photogrammetry, computer-aided design (CAD), and algorithms are all methods that, depending on the specifics of the situation, can be utilized to move the process along more quickly. These inside-and-outside-the-box thinking approaches are prevalent when it comes to the design of structures and environments.

Render: This step is entirely discretionary and is done to exhibit the completed model. After photographing the model in its natural environment, a still image is created from the model (Lal & Ballamudi, 2017). This image can then be utilized for marketing purposes or to demonstrate the game’s visual quality. Even after a render has been produced, the 3D model can still be employed for various additional applications and incorporated into software.

INTEGRATE A 3D MODEL INTO A GAME

It is crucial to understand that 3D models are not finished goods; they lack components such as color, texture, lighting, and other features required to make them playable in a video game. Consequently, texturing is the next stage after modeling, although it is sometimes done simultaneously. We may give the object color and other visual aspects by creating a 2D map (texture), which is then pulled over the 3D model to make its features look as though they are complete. This process allows us to give the object color and other visual elements. This takes place once the form of the thing has been completed in its entirety (Lal et al., 2018). Shading and lighting typically achieve a more profound sense of realism. If the 3D object is meant to do something other than sit at a particular spot in the game, the professionals will also create animation (Desamsetti, 2018). How characters and other living beings navigate space is determined by the rigging applied to them. Because the developers have integrated the assets into the software and written code for these behaviors, certain more intricate things have also been scripted to behave in a particular way depending on the player’s actions (Buyuksalih et al., 2017).
MODELING FOR DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

This is a common concern voiced by video game developers whenever they begin collaborating on a project using a different platform.

**Mobile:** Even though most modern mobile devices have a good amount of processing power, games still need many optimizations to avoid causing the hardware to become overheated or run more slowly. As a direct result of this, the poly count in mobile games tends to be lower, the quantity of assets and content is typically lower, and all of this contributes to a design stage that is typically more quickly completed (Mandapuram et al., 2018). The requirements for 3D modeling in games for Android and iOS are less stringent than those for some of the other possibilities.

**Console/PC:** Games for consoles and personal computers have the advantage of running on powerful hardware, meaning developers have greater leeway and opportunities to produce high-detail models without significantly impacting the games’ playability. However, because many games, such as open-world games, make far too much content immediately accessible to players, developers can program games to render 3D models in high resolution only when the player is relatively close to them (Mat et al., 2014).

**Web:** Web games typically do not have the luxury of being playable offline, so optimization is paramount. Even before gameplay begins, it may take a significant amount of time for a user to load a game map and its associated content (Mandapuram & Hosen, 2018). Because of this, it is more frequent to see low-poly models in online games to make gameplay smoother or to display a loading screen while the user’s client caches most of the data.

**VR/AR:** In terms of performance, virtual reality games are comparable to those found on personal computers and game consoles, but augmented reality games are most appropriately categorized as mobile titles (Ballamudi & Desamsetti, 2017). It is essential to remember that players of virtual reality games have an expansive field of view and generally observe the game environment from a first-person perspective; as a result, even the tiniest of details are incredibly noticeable. Because of this, the most successful virtual reality games are packed with high-poly graphics that the designers have put much effort into crafting (Gutlapalli, 2016b).

CONCLUSION

A new method for creating realistic human facial expressions combines sweat and tears with skin tone. The problem is excessive appearances like fear and sweating when happy, crying, and blushing. This method creates realistic animation expressions using sweat and tears. The pulse oximeter and 3D skin analyzer measure how oxygenation affects skin color. Animation and realism of fluid sweat and tears using the particle system and SPH approach are highlighted. Physical and physiological factors affect facial skin appearance. Extreme sweating, tears, and blushing are generated for 3D games and face movement simulations. We use the same techniques to produce detailed and realistic facial animation expressions. The pragmatic facial emotion animation on virtual humans accounts for facial skin coloring fluctuations. A better facial animation model with color, sweat, and tears classification is shown. A link exists between realistic facial color creation and hemoglobin’s oxygenation and deoxygenation effects. To our knowledge, no animation model had combined sweat, tears, and color to create accurate 3D avatar facial expressions before this model. Use FACS on individual faces to express and choose any model or
animation. Divining face activities into action units has made facial expressions more pleasing. This crumbles and changes shape over time. The suggested framework uses facial energy, particle system, and SPH approach to simulate tears, sweat, and blushing. Our unique combination of face animation framework settings may allow animators to regulate sweating and tears using FACS-compliant parameters.
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